RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MATURITY DEGREE AND SHAPE OF FIBRE FRACTURE OF COTTON IN FUZZY SETS THEORY APPROACH
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1. Introduction
Maturity degree of the cotton is a parameter, which have great meaning during an estimation of physical property of cottons [1,2]. This property have great significance in converting from raw cotton to yarn. Mostly applied method for determination maturity degree of cotton is comparative method with “Soviet - standards” [3].

2. Research methods.
Determination of maturity degree by “Soviet – standards” method demands visual comparisons of appearance of fibre on 1cm along with “Soviet – standards”. Comparison this is burdened in large scale of subjective factor, therefore is so not ambiguous. Attributing the maturity degree for given fibres is so procedure not entirely univocal. In the paper has been undertaken an attempt of finding relationship among maturity degree of raw cotton with shape of image of fibre fracture.

The image of cotton fibre fracture has been received with the use of scanning electron microscope (JSM 5500LV firms JEOL).

3. Results.
In the investigated matter it has been distinguished three classes of fracture: plastic, elastic - plastic and elastic. In these classes of fracture it has been executed further details of microstructure and consequently distinguished 14 different qualitatively subclasses of areas.

Classifying of cotton fracture received by SEM method to one of subclasses is not entirely univocal, because burdened is subjective factor visual estimation.

For description of phenomenon and processes in which qualifying of features occurs blurred has been introduced by L. A. Zadeh [4] fuzzy sets theory. Numerous applications of fuzzy sets theory already ten years later, confirm her usefulness in technique and sciences [5].

In the fact of ambiguity in determination of maturity degree with “Soviet – standards”, and proposed here SEM method too, one undertook attempt to apply methods of fuzzy theory for description of cotton maturity.
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